AUTOMATIC LEVELING SYSTEMS
MOTORHOMES & 5TH WHEEL TRAVEL TRAILERS

- Simple, one touch operation for fully automatic leveling of the vehicle or trailer.
- Individual power units at each corner, which means nearly 4x the pump life compared to ordinary central pump systems due to each pump only running 25% of the time, less cycles = less wear & tear.
- All-Up safety feature signals if one or more of the cylinders are not fully retracted before you drive off.
- Manual mode for individual cylinder operation or extreme conditions.
- Emergency retract operation to get out of tough jams.
- Powder coated cylinders made at our facility with lift capacities from 8,000 to 24,000 pounds per cylinder.
- Lifetime cylinder warranty.

About Quadra Manufacturing
We are a family owned & operated company that has been making high quality hydraulic landing gear & leveling systems since 1988. Located in southwest Michigan, we take pride in the fact that all of our main components come from the Midwest region of America!

Available Systems:
- Four & Six Point Automatic Leveling Systems
- Four & Two Point Automatic & Manual Stabilizing Systems
- Two & One Point Trailer Landing Gear

Available Applications:
- Motor Homes, Trucks & Specialty Vehicles
- 5th Wheel, Gooseneck & Bumper Pull Trailers.

Visit bigfootleveler.com for more information, videos, downloadable content & an online store.

Email blehman@quadraleveler.com for questions.